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Murray
among
safest
Ky. cities

Employers
can opt out of
contraception
coverage

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
A national in-depth research
company has rated Murray
among the safest cities in
Kentucky.
ValuePenguin.com, which
focuses its research on values of
variables in areas like credit
cards and auto insurance named
Murray the 39th safest city in
Kentucky, putting it about
halfway among the top 71 in the
state.
The
study.
released
late
last
month,
'looked at eight
factors and then
averaged numbers of those
factors per city to determine
value-rank. Factors included
murders, rapes, robberies.
assaults, burglaries, thefts, number of police officers per 1,000
residents and number of residents per registered sex offender. The study only averaged
cities with populations greater
than 5,000. The data used was
collected from the FBI crime
statsitics reports and CityData.com.
In Murray, data worth mentioning included only 167 violent crimes per 100,000. That

•See Page 6

avt4ii.4"he ally
Then he answered and
spake unto me, saying, This
is the word of the Lord unto
Zerubbabel, saying, Not by
might, nor by power, but by
my spirit, saith the Lord of
hosts.
- Zech 4:6

Supreme Court
justices rule 5-4
against new health
law requirement
•
By MARK SHERMAN
Associated Press

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Kentucky U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, right, speaks with Annie Knight of Murray Monday
after McConnell spoke
at the Robert 0. Miller Community Center in Murray.

Sen. McConnell visits Murray
during trip to west Kentucky
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

or you can change the Senate in a few
_McConnell is engaged in what most
months, which would happen very political pundits are deeming the
quickly." McConnell said during a most-watched U.S. Senate race in the
tiring the annual Lincoln- speech at the Robert 0. Miller country against Democrat
and current
Reagan Dinner earlier this year Community Center downtown in front Kentucky Secretary of
State Alison
in Murray, Kentucky U.S. Sen. of about 110 supporters. "I think it's Lundergan Grimes. Currently,
both
Mitch McConnell said there is a time- time for a new majority leader, person- campaigns declare that
their candidate
honored way voters can change things ally, and you know who that would be, is leading in polls
of what is expected
if they do not like them.
right?
to be a tight race into the Nov. 4 gen"They are called elections."
"It's the guy you're looking at."
eral election.
McConnell told the Republican Party
Organizers said that the Murray stop
The format of Monday's appearance
gathering in March. Monday. he was really was more intended to address in Murray probably
explains why
sticking to that idea in a return visit to issues in the nation, rather than a pure McConnell not one
time mentioned
the Calloway County seat as part of a campaign stop to talk about his Grimes or the race. Instead,
he used
swing through the Purchase Area of attempt to secure a sixth term in much of the time to discuss
how he
western Kentucky.
Washington this fall. Several members believes the nation has come to find
"You can go through litigation. of the audience were permitted to ask
which is not going to happen quickly. questions.
III See Page 3
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Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Bonnie Jo Baker

75'

Murray, KY 42071

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court says corporations can hold religious
objections that allow them to opt out of the
new health law requirement that they
cover contraceptives for women.
The justices' 5-4 decision Monday is the
first time that the high court has ruled that
profit-seeking businesses can hold religious views under federal law. And it
means the Obama administration must
search for a different way of providing free
contraception to women who are covered
under objecting companies' health insurance plans.
Contraception is among a range of preventive services that must be provided at
no extra charge under the health care law
that President Barack Obania signed in
2010 and the Supreme Court upheld two
years later.
Two years ago, Chief Justice John
Roberts cast the pivotal vote that saved the
health care law in the midst of Obama's
campaign for re-election.
On Monday. dealing with a small sliver
of the law, Roberts sided with the four justices who would have struck down the law
in its entirety.
Justice Samuel Alito wrote the majority
opinion. The court's four liberal justices
dissented.
The court stressed that its ruling applies
only to corporations that are under the control of just a few people in which there is
no essential difference between the business and its owners.

•See Page 3

JULY FOURTH FUN

MFD urges caution
when using fireworks
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By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer

ordinance and
Kentucky
statute requires non-exploding
fireworks to be shot at least 50
If you choose to shoot off feet away from the nearest
consumer fireworks this structure, and for fireworks
Fourth of July weekend, make that shoot in the air or explode
sure to be extremely cautious to be at least 200 feet away
and closely supervise any from the nearest structure.
nearby children, the Murray Walls said.
Fire Department advises.
In 2011, the Kentucky legisMurray Fire Marshal Dickie lature passed a law allowing
Walls said the city ordinance fireworks that explode or shoot
on the use of consumer fire- in the air. Kentucky's ban on
works adopted the state's regu- such fireworks had been in
lations, which allow people effect since the early 1980s.
under the age of 18 to shoot off
Walls said people should
fireworks only if they have
•See Page 2
close adult supervision. City

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & limes
Kent Reynolds moves around some inventory at a lireworks stand on South 12th Street in
Murray. The Murray Fire Department urges the public to use caution when using amateur fireworks.
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WEATHER

Tuesday: Mostly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after 1
p.m. A high near 91 West
southwest wind 7 to 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 21 mph.
Tuesday Night: A 40 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy.
with a low around 70 West
wind 5 to 7 mph becoming
calm in the evening_
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms A
high near 86 Calm wind

From Front
always make sure to have a
bucket of water or a water hose
ready while shooting fireworks
and to douse them with water
after they have been used to
avoid re-ignition. Walls said
people should never take used
fireworks inside, adding that
MFD responded to a house fire
several years ago after a family
threw used fireworks into an
inside trash can. He warned that
people should dispose of used
fireworks in a metal trash can or
one that is some distance away
from the home.
If minors are allowed to light
fireworks,the supervising adults
should make surf that only one
person lights them at a time
because the situation could
quickly get out of control if several fireworks are going off at
once,Walls said. He said anyone
who is intoxicated or impaired
should avoid handling fireworks, and although it niigh3

becoming west northwest 5 to
8 mph in the morning
Wednesday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Partly
cloudy, with a low around 65.
North wind 5 to 7 mph
Thursday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 82. North
northwest wind 6 to 8 mph
Thursday Night
Partly
cloudy, with a low around 61
North wind 3 to 7 mph
independence Day: Mostly
sunny, with a high near 83.
North northeast wind 5 to 8
mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 62. North
northeast wind around 6 mph
becoming calm in the evening.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 86 Light and vari-able wind becoming north
around 6 mph in the morning.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 64.
Light east northeast wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 88. Light and variable wind becoming south
southeast around 5 mph in the
morning.

seem obvious to many. Walls
also continues to warn people
that they should never light fireworks inside because it does
sometimes happen.
"Unfortunately, there is a reason we have to say that," Walls
said.
Walls said one should never
alter fireworks because they are
designed to operate the way they
are, and one should also never
re-light duds or look inside mortars. Mortars sometimes do not
ignite immediately, and people
have been seriously injured by
looking into them to check why
they don't appear to be working,
he said. Although mortar displays might look small from the
ground, the explosions can
stretch to as much as 200 feet in
diameter, he said.
Officer Patrick Morris with
the Murray Police Department
said that as of Friday,the department had received just a few
complaints about noise from
people shooting off fireworks in

Murray man faces
burglary, theft charges
following two-month
local investigation
Special to the Ledger
Following an investigation by
Murray Police Department
investigators - which spanned
the months of May and June - a
Murray man has been charged
in connection with three burglaries and one theft.
According to a press release
from Sgt. David Howe, Public
Affairs officer with the MPD,
Daniel Hall,54,of Murray, was
charged on June 26 with two
counts of Burglary 2nd Degree,
one count of Burglary 3rd
Degree, and one count of Theft
By Unlawful Taking $500< >
$10.000.
Hall was arrested and lodged
at the Calloway County Jail.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

the city. The city's noise ordinance prohibits noises that are
"unreasonably loud" or continual, and fireworks are treated the
same as any loud noises that
might cause a complaint, which
would also include loud music,
yelling or other similar sounds.
Morris added the MPD checks
on any complaint they receive.
The National Council on
Fireworks Safety has much
more information listed at fireworkssafety.org. The National
Fire Prevention Association.
which has its site at nfpa.org,
recommends against using consumer fireworks altogether and
instead suggests the viewing of
a public fireworks display.
This year's Briggs & Stratton
fireworks show is scheduled for
9:30 p.m. Saturday, July 5.
Suggested viewing sites include
Murray
Calloway
County
Central Park and along U.S. 641
North.
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Photo provided
The Murray State University Town & Gown Community Band performs during the 2013
Freedom Fest concert.

Town & Gown Community Band
plans Freedom Fest concert
Special to the Ledger
Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University
will ring with the sound of patriotic songs.
marches and classic Americana on Saturday. July
5,at 8 p.m. The Murray State University Town &
Gown Community Band, under the direction of
Dr. Todd E. Hill. will be performing as part of
this year's Freedom Fest. The band has
90 members. The concert is free and
open to the public.
Dr. Hill is the Director of Jazz Studies
at MSU, where he directs the Jazz
Orchestra, Jazz Band, Jazz Lab Big
Band, Blue and Gold Jazz Combos,and
also teaches courses in mnsicianship
and arranging as Associate Professor in
the Department of Music. Well-known
Murray
radio
personality Pete
Lancaster will serve as announcer for the onehour concert. The band is made up of regional
adults, college students and high school students
15-years-of-age and up who have made an AllDistrict or Ali-State Band.
The program will open with "The StarSpangled Banner" and will include such wellloved marches as "National Emblem" by E.E:
Bagley, "Americans We" by Henry Fillmore,
"Emblem of Unity" by Ji. Richards and our
National March."The Stars and Stripes Forever"
by the John Philip Sousa. Additional selections
will include the "Armed Services Medley," in

recognition of all our veterans, a collection of
favorites from "West Side Story" by Leonard
Bernstein, "American Folk Rhapsody #3" by
Clare Grundman featuring traditional folk
melodies, and Percy Grainger's beautiful setting
of the "Irish Tune from County Derry"('Danny
Boy') which will be dedicated to the memory of
Michael T.,Congiardo,a member of the
group who passed away in the spring.
Mr. Congiardo was a 1988 MSU grad•uate, a highly-respected music educator, had served as a band director in
Crittenden and Marshall counties,
Gibson County, Tennessee, and was
serving as Director of Bands at.
Madison Academic High School in
Jackson. Tennessee at the time of his
death. Carmen Dragon's lovely setting
of "America the Beautiful" will be followed by
an old MSU tradition, "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" in which the band will be joined by a
volunteer chorus of voices from the region.
"These is something here for everyone to enjoy.
Come out for the concert and stay around for the
fireworks display at 9:30. We will end the concert
in plenty of time to get everyone out in the quad
or down to the stadium for the excitement following the program," added Hill.
Mark Welch serves as cocfrdinatNilbe Town
& Gown Association and is tIrr-Executive
Director of Development at MSU.

WKRECC Members Meeting to be July 12
MAYFIELD, Ky. - The
Annual Meeting of Members of
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative will be held at
Graves County High School in
Mayfield on Saturday. July 12.
Members who attend will

enjoy activ ities for all ages,
music and entertainment provided by Grammy-nominated
comedian and musician Tim
Lovelace. a barbecue plate
lunch, prizes and gifts. Doors
open at noon and the business

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting
resumes for an experienced Graphic Designer. Proficiency
with Quark X-Press, Adobe lnDesign and Adobe
Photoshop is required. Must be able to multi-task and
work efficiently in a fast paced environment.
Salary will be based on experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans,are all
part of an excellent benefit package.

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
270-753-1916
An Equal Opportunity Employer

meeting begins at 2 p.m.
During the business meeting.
elections will be held, for the
following members of the cooperative's hoard of directors:
District 1 (Calloway County)
Jamie Potts (4-year term);
District 3 (Graves County)
Carolyn Wood (4-year term):
District 3 (Graves County)
Robert Spalding Sr. (2-year
term);
District 4 (Marshall County)
Benny Adair(4-year term):
Nominated by petition:
District 3 (Graves County)
Eddy Wright (4-year term):
District 4 (Marshall County)
Timothy "TR" Cox (4-yr term).
Members who plan to attend
the meeting are encouraged to
RSVP to the cooperative as
soon as possible by calling 1877-495-7322 or 270-2471321.

•
Calloway
County
Courthouse will be closed on
Friday. July 4, in observance
of the Independence Day
holiday.

Husqvarna
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FRANKFORT,
Ky
Nominations for gubernatorial
appointments to the commonwealth's university boards of
regents .and trustees and other
higher education boards are currently being accepted.
The
Governor's
Postsecondary
Education
Nominating Committee will
consider the following vacancies:
- Two positions on the
University of Kentucky Board
of Trustees;
- Three positions on the
University of Louisville Board
of Trustees;
- One position on the Eastern
Kentucky University Board of
Trustees;
- One position on Western
Kentucky University Board of
Regents; 1
.
- One position on Northern
Kentucky University Board of
Regents;
- One position Morehead
State University Board of
Regents;
- One position on Murray
State University Board of
Regents;
- One position on Kentucky
State University Board of
Regents;
- One position on the
Kentucky
Council
on
PostseCondary Education;

From Front

itself with a struggling econo- Five positions on the my. He hammered President
Kentucky Higher Education Barack Obama for what he said
Assistance Authority Board of was utilization of bureaucrats to
push his agenda that he said
Directors;
- One position on the includes a "war" on coal and
Kentucky Community and over-regulation when it comes
Technical College System to running a business.
"The single biggest complaint
Board of Regents;
- Two positions on the I receive when I'm meeting
Kentucky
Authority
for with people is the over-regulation issue. 1 have people who
Education Television.
A nominee may not be a full- come up to me and tell me
time employee of a public insti- they've had a business for 25
tution of higher education. years and say that they couldn't
Anyone who has a relative start that business today. It's just
employed by a university, too ,burdensome," McConnell
Council on Postsecondary said."The problem is the Senate
Education, Higher Education won't do anything because it
Assistance Authority/Student agrees with the regulators.
Loan Corp. or KET may not
"The best way to rein in the
serve on the board. Nominees president is to restrict his spendmay not have a conflict of inter- ing. You can't do that, though,
est pursuant to KRS 45A.340 while Harry Reid (veteran
(i.e. business with a public insti- Senator from Nevada) is majortution of higher education or the ity leader."
Council on Postsecondary
"You
know, (President
Education).
Ronald) Reagan never had the
Applications
previously House in eight years, but he
received
during
this accepted the government he
Administration will be consid- had. (President Bill) Clinton
ered. New applicants may didn't have both houses six of
request an application at eight years, but he changed
cindy.cannon@ky.gov,
by direction and went to the center.
accessing the Governor's web- The difference is that this presisite, governor.ky.gov, or by call- dent has no interest in moving
ing 502-564-2611,ext. 347.
to the center. If he had a differCompleted forms and resumes ent Senate. he might think about
must be received by July IS.
doing that."
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3038 Radio Road
Potential! Large 3 bedroom, 3.5 bath home conveniently located in North Calloway County! Home features
grand staircase, large living room, formal dining room.
spacious k.itchen with built-in pantry, and a cozy family
room with stone fireplace and gas logs. Home is fenced
for horses on 3+ acres with 40' x 60' barn. FORECLOSURE! BRING ALL OFFERS! Priced at $1494)00.
MLS 76065
,i•!,, :

270.753.9999•

See this house and many more
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Mark Dycus and Marci Gardner-Edmonds fit the framing on one of the new chairs at
Playhouse in the Park. The chairs came from Paducah's Market House Theatre and were
installed by volunteers at the Playhouse on Saturday.

Playhouse in the Park
welcomes new seats
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Iayhouse in the Park has received quite a
few complaints over the Years about its
auditorium seats, but theatergoers should
be happy with the new replacements.
Playhouse Executive Director Lisa Cope said
replacing the old seats has been on the organization's wish list for some time. but,other larger
problems kept getting in the way. This included
a broken air conditioner and other issues that
required immediate attention.
"It seemed like there was always something
else that we had to do,so it wasn't even really
on our radar as far as something we could do
pretty quickly," Cope said. "But it is something
that patrons complain about a lot, so it's something we knew we needed to take care of."
Cope said the seats were old and several of
them were ripped. Many people were also not
happy with the way the seats were designed to.
slide forward and backward. Cope said Mary
Katz„ who works at Paducah's Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center, has a daughter, Liz, who is
involved with the Playhouse, so she was aware
that the theater was looking to eventually replace
its seats. Since Market House Theatre was
preparing to sell its old seats recently, Katz told
Cope she thought Playhouse might be interested.
Cope said she and the Playhouse board were
pleased with the quality of the seats, but she

p

wasn't sure at first how they would be paid for.
She said she made people aware that the theater
was hoping to purchase them, and within a
month,enough donations came in to make it
possible. She said Katz negotiated with Market
House to help Playhouse purchase the seats.
Cope said the Playhouse now has 180 new
seats, which allowed the theater to replace all the
old seats and keep about 40 extra seats in storage. She said that if any of the seats become
worn or damaged in any way, the theater would
be able to use the extra seats for parts instead of
replacing the entire individual seat.
"If you just needed to replace the seat cushion,
you could do that, or if you needed to replace the
back, we have extra Wks," Cope said."Or the
arm piece. We have all these pieces, which I
think is really super because then instead of
throwing away the whole seat, you can just
replace the part that's broken."
Cope said the old seats are currently in the
storage trader but will only be there for a month.
She said that if anyone wants a set to keep as a
memento or keepsake, they can have it for any
donation. She noted that the seats were mounted
in groups of three and four, so anyone interested
should be aware of that.
"They have to come get them right away." she
said. -And they'll need to call here first because
we're not sure yet where the trailer's going to
end up being stored."

SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
-IIIi3 11/Valurvitascll

The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7.500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, self-starter to fill
the position of Sports Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities
will
include
covering
games/events, breaking news, writing feature stories,
taking photographs, assisting with layout, uploading
items to the web and other basic Sports reporter duties.
A working knowledge of Quark XPress and Adobe
Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071: or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

Read the Classifieds Daily

IIIII Opt out...
From Front
Alito also said the decision is
107rPti to contraceptives under
the health care law. "Our decision should not be understood to
hold that an insurance-coverage
mandate must necessarily fall if
it conflicts with an employer's
religious beliefs," Alito said,
The administration said a victory for the companies would
prevent •women who work for
them from making decisions
about birth control based on
what's best for their health, not
whether they can afford it. The
government's supporters pointed to research showing that
nearly one-third of women
would change their contraceptive if cost were not an issue; a
very effective means of birth
control, the intrauterine device,
can cost up to $1,000.
The contraceptives at issue
before the court were the emergency contraceptives Plan B
and ella, and two IUDs.

HELP WANTED
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The Murray Ledger
& Times
is taking applications for help in the
circulation and press department.
For an application come into our
office at: 1001 Whitnell Avenue.
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Ladies of the

ity
Blood donation opportunto

Oaks

the
An opportunity to donate blood
American Red Cross will be Tuesday, July 1,
from II a.m until 3 p.m. and Wednesday, July
2,from II a.m. until 3 p.m. at Walmart,KY 641
N. Visit redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-7332767 to schedule an appointment.

[he Oaks Country Club ladies
played their weekly Wednesday
golf scramble pn June 25. First
place went to Mary Houston.
Cynthia Darnall and Mirriam
Ferguson. Second place went to
Kay Gupton, Judy Hooper,
Marilyn Rossi and Patsy Neale.

CCPL Committee will meet
The Internal Needs sub-committee of the
Calloway County Public Library's Facilities
Martha
,
Finney Andrus Needs Assessment Committee will meet
Community
Wednesday, July 2, at 4:30 p.m. at the library.
editor

Datebook

Need Line
list pantry
items needed

Gastrectomy Group to meet
will meet Thursday. July

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an
update as of June 2, for the following items:
Food - crackers, instant potatoes (small boxes), dry cereal,
tuna/salmon, can, dry or shelf
stable milk, jiffy bread mix,
jelloipudding, complete pancake mix and pancake syrup,
pork and beans/baked beans,
canned pasta, spam, peanut butter, pop-tarts, eggs, bread/buns.
hamburger, hot dogs, chicken.
Personal hygiene and cleaning
dish liquid, toilet
supplies
paper, laundry detergent, toothpaste, disposable razors, shampoo. Also needed are large
brown paper bags.
Need Line is located at 509
North Eighth Street and is open
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Need Line is a United Way
agency. For more information,
call 270-753-6333.

The Sleeve Gastrectomy Support Group
and Wellness and on
3:from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health
at the Bariatric
p.m.
Tuesday. July 8, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
speaker and
guest
the
be
will
Solutions office. Dr. Rachel Korson
more inforFor
loss.
weight
on
apnea
sleep
talk about the effects of
.
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KENTUCKY SHERIFFS' BOYS AND GIRLS RANCH:
, Makira
County
ay
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4-H events announced for July

CCPL to observe holiday

closed Friday, July
The Calloway County Public Library will be
Day.
4, in observance of Independence

ned
Murray All-Class Reunion plan
s will gather for the

Alumni and friends of the Murray City School
Murray Middle
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Special to the Ledger
Ginny Harper, Calloway
County 4-H youth development
agent, has announced the following events for the month of
July:
*The Shotgun Team will meet
weekly on Thursdays at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club at 6
p.m. The head coach is Mitch
Nesbitt. Youth must be accompanied by a parent.
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Celebrate July the 4th with us!
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Clara Ruth Story Beach. 78,of Murray, Kentucky,died Thursday, i„ Tonunye D Taylor, 87,of Murray, Kentucky. died Saturday, June
June 26, 2014 at her home.
28, 2014 at Spring Creek Rehabilitation Center, Murray.
She was born Nov. 16, 1935 in Portland, Tennessee, to Ray Story
He was born Nov. 10, 1926 in Calloway County. Kentucky, to
Sr. and Cora Mabelle Story.
•
John Tom and Della Hill Taylor.
She was a retired employee of Fisher-Price (Mattel). She was a
He was the owner of Taylor Bus Sales. He was a
member of Grace Baptist Church. She taught Sunday school for
member of University Church of Christ and the
many years at the Murray Church of the Nazarene.
Murray Rotary Club. He served in the U.S. Air
She was preceded in death by her parents; two sons, Donnie
Force during World War 11. He attended Murray
Beach awl Eddie Beach; two sisters, Dorothy Manning and Barbara
State College and was an avid Racer basketball
Parker: and four brothers, Hoyt Story, Junior Story, Kenneth Story
fan.
and Hugh Story.
He was preceded in death by his parents; one
Mrs. Story is survived by two daughters, Phyllis Terry and husson, Gary Taylor in 2010; two brothers-in-law,
band Shayne of Lowes, Kentucky and Sharon Beach Crouch of
Jerry Miller and Gene Miller: as well as one sisterMurray: two sisters. Ruby Williams of Murray and Betty June
in-law, Jeannette Rogers.
Taylor
Sykes of Alabama: one brother, Ira Lee Story and wife Bonnie of
Mr. Taylor is survived by his wife of 66 years.
Hopkinsville; six grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
Anna Faye Taylor; one daughter, Jennifer Taylor
Memorial services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday. July 2, 2014 in
of Murray; one son, David Taylor and wife
the chapel of the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Kerry
Jennifer of Murray; daughter-in-law, Peggy Taylor
Lambert officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
of Hazel; two brothers, Dan Taylor and wife
Gardens. Visitation will be Tuesday. July I. 2014 from 5-8 p.m. at
Beverly of Farmington and Dwain Taylor and wife
the funeral home.
Mary of Murray; sisters-in-law, Becky Miller and Sandra Rogers
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- and husband Glenn; ten grandchildren, Serenity Heegel of Austin,
home.com
Texas; Greg Taylor and wife Kristin of Murray; Charles Taylor and
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
wife Angela of Murray; Alyssa Brown and husband Stephen of
Asheville, North Carolina; John Taylor and wife Christine of
Highland, Illinois; Maya Heegel of Austin. Texas, Zak Taylor and
wife Alysha of Murray: Camee Rudolph and husband Grant of
Murray, Zori Taylor and fiance Jeremy Curd of Murray; Quinnen
Taylor of Murray; and eleven great-grandchildren. Elijah, Ethne.
Cate, Evelyn, Ben. Mae Rose, Kieran and Charlie Taylor, Annalee
Rudolph and Emaline and Hannah Brown; and numerous other
By MATT HAMILTON
family and friends.
Alsop said.
Associated Press
Funeral services,will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, July 2, 2014 at the
Earlier in the day, crews had
LOS ANGELES (AP)
upgraded the siren as part of University Church of Christ with Hollis Miller and Charley Bazzell
People in San Luis Obispo Pacific Gas & Electric Co.'s officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
County received a series of summer-long revamp of the
Visitation will be Tuesday. July I. 2014 from 5-8 p.m. at the
unsettling, erroneous emergency emergency system.
University Church of Christ.
•
alerts Friday as repairs were
Memorial contributions may be made through donations to the
To-indicate there was no emerbeing made to a nuclear power gency,county officials issued an
University Christian Student Center, 1403 Olive Boulevard,
plant's siren system. including a alert.
Murray, KY 42071 or Anna Mae Owen Residential Hospice House.
vague cellphone message that
Murray Calloway County Endowment for Healthcare, 803 Poplar.
"Unbeknownst to us, with a
told them to "prepare for new emergency alert system, it Murray, KY 42071.
action."
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchuchillfuneralalso triggered the new wireless
The chain of mistaken alerts alert cellphone system." Alsop
home.com.
began arousing confusion and said.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
fear when a siren that's part of
Across the county, people's
the Diablo Canyon Power cellphones buzzed with a special
Plant's warning system began tone and a message that said
The number oftimes published or the length of one or more of
wailing Friday afternoon for no there was a "civil emergency in the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
apparent reason, county emer- this area" and people should and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.
gency services manager Ron "prepare for action."

News in Brief
Vet saves Independence Day parade
LIBERTY, Ky.(AP) — An Army veteran has saved an
Independence Day parade for the small town of Liberty in central
Kentucky.
Glen Phillips Jr. told The Advocate-Messenger that he couldn't
believe it when he heard the parade had been canceled due to a
"lack of interest."
Chamber of Commerce Director Blaine Staat said he made the
decision only after holding two organizational meetings and having just three volunteers show up. Staat said it was impossible for
four people to do everything, so he decided to cancel the parade.
Phillips complained about the issue on Facebook, and that started to drum up support — and volunteers. So the city gave him
permission to organize the parade.
He has put out a call for participants who want to show their
patriotic spirit.

if

Man's body pulled from Lake Cumberland
SOMERSET,Ky.(AP) — Officials in southern Kentucky say
they have pulled a man's body from lake Cumberland.
The Pulaski County coroner told WKYT-TV that a fisherman
found the body Sunday afternoon and called authorities. The coroner says the death appears accidental, but it is early in the investigation.
Officials say an autopsy will be done in Frankfort in an effort to
identify the body and determine the cause of death.

Sirens, phones sound alert in
• California, sparking confusion

Louisville metered parking rates increasing
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Public parking rates are going up in
Louisville next month.
Starting July 1, the Parking Authority of River City (PARC)is
increasing rates at parking meters and some garages.
Parking meters will increase by 25 cents, to $1.50, while monthly rates at all PARC garages are increasing by $5.
PARC director Tiffany Smith says a majority of these garages
have not seen a rate hike since 2007.
PARC will also begin enforcing Saturday rates gradually. A law
requiring parkers to pay meters on Saturdays has been on the
books for years. but rarely enforced.
Starting July 9. officials will distribute bright green notices
advising the public on these changes.

Program finds jobs for 2,000 youth
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer says
the city's businesses have put more than 2,000 young adults to
work as part of a summer work program.
Fischer had set a 2,000-job goal for 2014 after last years program put more than 1500 young people ages 16 to 21 to work in
the city.
The mayor says support from localbusinesses has become
essential for the SummerWorks program.
He says when federal dollars for youth summer jobs ended four
years ago, the business community stepped up with funding.
Fischer says the summer program provides important job experiences for young people.
Young people employed through StimmerWorks are on the job
for at least 30 hours a week for seven weeks.
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By JOSH LEDERMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON(AP) — President Barack
Obama sought to turn the page Monday on a
humiliating chapter in the history of the
Veterans Affairs Department, tapping former Procter t& Gamble CEO Robert
McDonald to take user the sprawling
agency.
A former Army captain, McDonald would
bring a blend of corporate and military experience to a bureaucracy reeling from revelations of chronic, system-wide failure and
veterans dying while on long waiting lists
for treatment.
His selection reflects Obama's desire to
put a tested manager in charge as the White
House calls for a top-to-bottom overhaul of
the VA.
"What especially makes Bob the right
choice to lead the VA right now, is his three
decades of experience building and managing one of the world's most recognizable
cqmpanies." Obama said at VA headquarters. "In short, he's about delivering better
results."
McDonald,a graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. was not likely chosen because of any past support for the president. He donated to Republican Mitt
Romney's 2012 campaign to unseat Obama

and
has funded
numerous other
Republicans, including House Speaker John
Boehner.
Joined by his wife and adult children, the
61-year-old said he planned to put veterans
at the center of everything the VA does — a
bureaucratic tWist on the old adage that the
customer is always right.
"At the VA. the veteran is our customer
and we must all focus all day, every day on
getting them the benefits and the care that
they have so earned," McDonald said.
"That's the only reason we are here."
Urging the Senate to confirm McDonald
quickly. Obama reiterated his call for
Congress to grant the VA secretary more
authority to fire senior leaders if necessary.
He said some of those responsible for falsifying patient records have been fired and
more may be punished,adding that the scandal has "outraged us all."
"This is not going to be an easy assignment. Bob knows that," Obama said.
The VA operates the nation's largest integrated health care system, with more than
300,000 fulltime employees and nearly 9
million veterans enrolled. But the agency
faces intense scrutiny amid reports of
nationwide treatment delays that were
whitewashed by VA employees. Last week, the White House released a

United plane's evacuation deploys midflight, prompting emergenccy landing
By DON BABWIN
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (API — An evacuation slide inflated inside a
United Airlines plane as it flew
from Chicago to Southern
California, filling part of the
cabin and, prompting the pilot
to make an emergency landing
in Kansas.
Passenger Mike Schroeder
said he was sitting in the front
row of the plane bound for
Orange County. California. late
Sunday when he heard a hiss
and pop behind him.
Schroeder, 58, turned around
and saw the Boeing 737-700's
evacuation slide inflating. The
slide — which would normally
inflate outside 'the plane in an
emergency — filled the galley.
"I thought to myself. 'I hope
there is no one in the restroom
because if tbey are they're not
coming out for a long time,"' he
said in a telephone interview.
United Airlines officials said
in a statement that no one
aboard Flight 1463 was

injured.
United said the plane would
be flown without passengers to
a larger airport for a complete
inspection to determine how
and why the slide accidentally
deployed.
Spokeswoman
Christen
David said she had no details
about whether the incident
would
trigger
additional
inspections or whether similar
incidents had occurred on other
United aircraft. Federal aviation officials were investigating.
In November, a JetBlue flight
from Florida to Boston had to
be diverted when a slide partially deployed toward the aircraft's galley. A message was
left Monday with JetBlue seeking the results of its investigation. And in 2008, a plane carrying Barack Obama, the thenDemocratic presidential candidate, made an unscheduled stop
after the emergency slide located in the aircraft's tail .cone
deployed during a flight.

scathing repOrt Obama commissioned that
charged the VA with "significant and chronic system failures." The report also said the
VA is battling a corrosive culture of distrust,
lacking in resources and ill-prepared to deal
with an influx of new and older veterans
with a range of medical and mental health
needs.
As outrage over the revelations snowballed. Obama dispatched top adviser Rob
Nabors to investigate and report back on
what must be fixed.
Obama said he planned to keep Nabors at
the VA temporarily during the leadership
shift, and he praised Sloan Gibson for doing
an "outstanding" job as acting VA secretary
after Eric Shinseki resigned.
McDonald's selection surprised veterans
groups, who said his name hadn't been on
anyone's list of likely candidates.
Unlike Shinseki, a retired four-star general. McDonald has spent most of his career in
the private sector.
"We think he does have the skillset," said
Tom Tarantino of the Iraq and Afghanistan
Veterans of America. "He has excellent
branding backgroUnd, which is helpful
because there really isn't an organization
that has a worse brand or reputation right
now than the VA."

Demolition continuing
at former uranium plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Demolition is continuing on the
last of 32 inactive facilities
scheduled to be removed at the
former nuclear enrichment
facility in Paducah.
The C-410 complex is roughly
the size of four football fields
and was used from 1957 to 1977
to produce uranium hexaflouride and fluorine.
The Paducah Sun reports
demolition is scheduled to be
completed this fall.

Slock

Operators are cutting steel and
other debris into smaller pieces
to be shipped in heavily lined
and covered railcars to a commercial disposal site. In 2012
and 2013, workers used special
equipment to treat nearly two
miles of uranium hexafludide
piping to make it safe for
removal at the site.
LATA Kentucky is the U.S.
Department of Energy contractor handling the demolition.
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In far western Kentucky, number of people who live in
Murray and Mayfield were the the city while school is in session.
only cities to make the list.
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Murray Mayor Bill Wells said
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he was proud of the
he
employees who work hard to cus population says we do,"
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keep it safe every day. Wells said.
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ing interviewing new firefight- year,that number goes way
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RE-STRIPING
Above, a worker with Brehm
Striping Company, Inc. of
Eddyville re-stripes the stop bar
at the intersection of 12th Street
at the Chestnut Street intersection Monday morning. Keith Todd,
public information officer for
Districts 1 and 2 of the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet, said
motorists should always make
sure their front bumpers are even
with the stop bar when waiting at
an intersection because it
ensures that the traffic signal will
be activated. At left, workers prepare to re-stripe the left turn
arrow facing south on 12th Street
at the Chestnut Street intersection.
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SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.
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By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Congress is wildly unpopular.
fact, two-thirds of
In
Americans want their own
House member booted. And the
tea party is dogging longtime
Republican lawmakers.
So incumbents are sweating
out this year's election, right?
Nope. Mostly they're not.
People talk about throwing the
bums out, but voters keep sending the same bunch back in.
More than halfway through
the party primaries, 293 House
and Senate members have completed their quests for renomination.
The score: Incumbents 291,
challengers 2.
Granted, one of those two
losses was a shocker..A virtual
unknown, Dave Brat, toppled
House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor of Virginia in a
Republican primary.
Two longtime lawmakers Republican Sen. Thad Cochran
of Mississippi and Democratic
Rep. Charles Rangel of New

I GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-7

53-4050

(from Murray take 94E. I-I/2 miles on right)

SUMMER SALE!
25% Off Annuals, Perennials & Herbs,
Bouquets
Naturally Grown Produce and Fresh Cut Flower
Available Every Day!
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Only about four dozen of the
435 House seats are considered
in play this year, meaning either
party might conceivably win
HEY KENTUCKY SPORTS FANS!
them in November. Many of
those are open seats, vacated by
lawmakers who are retiring or
seeking another office.
In dozens of other cases in the
House. only one of the two
major parties will even have a
name on the November ballot.
In the Senate,about a dozen of
the 36 seats up for election
might be truly competitive.
Turnout is low in midterm
elections..usually about 40 percent in the fall and often
LAUNCHING AUGUST 14, 2014
abysmal for primaries. Voters
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York - barely clung to nominations to their seats Tuesday.
But those rare exciting races
that draw national attention are
misleading. Most of the House
candidates, about 60 percent so
far, didn't have a soul running
against them. Only a few faced
a challenger who posed a real
threat. No senator has been
defeated yet.
What about November. when
Republicans and Democrats
face off in the general election?
It looks to be a dramatic
midterm, all right. with
Republicans pushing to seize
control of the Senate. More
incumbents will be vulnerable
in the general election than the
primaries. Still, the vast majority of sitting lawmakers are snug
in their seats.
Over the past five decades.
voters have routinely returned 9
of 10 incumbent candidates to
the House. Senate races are a bit
less predictable, but usually
more than 80 percent of incumbents win.
Consider 2010, which was a
"had year" for incumbents. A
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Assist to Succeed
l
Denta Assisting School at the
office of Dr. Jerry Sells in Benton.
Starting August 12th.
Classes will run on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6-9pm for
10 weeks. Tuition is $2,999.

Class size is limited.'
HOME Grown TOMATOES
8-11a.m.
Tues. Thur & Saturday
1107 Potts Road
(watch for sign on Hwy
80)

SINGER
SALES 6. VAC

(270)753-5323
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5 Temporary Farm Worke s Needed.
Chad Wilson - Fancy Farm, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Straw/Hay Production;
including irrigating, harvesting, stonng, & packaging; other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 08/15/2014 -01/31/2015. $10.10ihr
Piece rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost_
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at employer's
expense. Contact the State Workforce Agency
at 502-564-7456 and reference job order
number KY0530609.

Call (270)527-1479 or visit
BentonDentist.com for more
information.

JUKI. JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
(hilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing
905-C S 12th
5el-AIr Center

andering is ternella, now a prorican University.
are truly compet-
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Help Wanted
MANUFACTURING
Company located in
Paris, TN seeking full
time Office Team
Member.
Responsibilities
include: Quoting and
purchasing;
Negotiation of contracts: Assisting with
manageinventory
ment. Requirements:
Bachelor's Degree, 13 years Purchasing or
Accounting experipreferred;
ence
Ability to work inde- •
pendently with minisupervision;
mum
Strong math and
organizational skills,
in
Proficient
Microsoft Excel and
Word; Excellent communication and negoPay
tiation skills
negotiable based on
experience. Recent
graduates
college
encouraged to apply.
drug
pass
Must
Email
screen.
resume with 3 referto
ences
parisTNmanufacturin
g@gmailcom ; Equal
Opportunity
Employer/M/F/D/V;
Free
Drug
TN

4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Jeff Adams - Murray, KY. Perform all duties of
Tobacco Production; including irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; other alternative
work. Employment Dates: 08/15/2014 01/31/2015. $10.10/hr Piece rates may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to non-commuting workers
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract IS met. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at employer's expense.
Contact the State Workforce Agency at
502-564-7456 and reference job order number
KY0530527.
Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers. millwnghts, pipe fitters, pipe welders,
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and supenntendents for heavy industnal
work. MSHA training is helpful but not required.
E0E.Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopkinsville,
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuehlera robinsonconstruction.corn
Employment Opportunity
Cable Installer. Murray Electric System, a
multi-service municipal public utility, is seeking
qualified candidates for the position of Cable
Installer. Position reports to Chief Broadband
Technician and requires a high school diploma.
Preferred candidates would have previous
experience in the cable television industry of at
least three years. Duties would include installing
broadband service to residential and
commercial customers. Applicant should be a
resident of Calloway County or be willing to
relocate within 180 days. MES offers an
attractive benefits and retirement package with
salary commensurate with expenence and
qualifications Please send resume, salary
requirements and three references to: General
Manager, Murray Electhc System. P.O. Box
1095 Murray, KY 42071. Or email:
tthompson@murrayelectnc.net Absolutely no
phone calls.

Workplace Employer
PROFESSIONAL
Sales Reps Needed:
All leads provided,
quality products. excellent work environment.
resume:
Send
info @ pecoproducts.co
m Salary + Benefits

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-191

060
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CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANT
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah. "
positions
Full-time
available for all shifts.
PRN positions also
available. Must be a
Kentucky -certified
assistant.
nursing
Long-term care experience preferred. We
otfer great pay and
benefits to full-time
associates in a teamoriented environment

Medical Director/Physician - Westem KY
Correctional Complex located in Fredonia, KYPart Time (8hrs/wk)
Medical Director/Physician - Green River
Correctional Complex located in Central City.
KY- Part Time (16hrs/wk)
RN's and LPN's -PRN

Home Delivery
3 me.......
6 Mo....---.355.00

3 mo.
6 mo.

$30.00

I

1 yr.

$105.00

CCS is an EEO Employer

manufactur
AU Other Mall
. CONCRETE MIXER PARIS. TN
I.
ing company looking
TRUCK OPERATOR.
Punts S
Subscriptioas
full-time
$75.00 ji FEDERAL Materials for
3 me.
.....
3
Office/Administrative
Company has immedi416.00
6 ma.
Assistant Duties priate openings CDL
include
1 yr.-.--.4120.00 1 yr. ......
marily
necessary Safe driving
and pricing
ing
research
hiswork
good
record,
MJC
Visa
Money Order
Check
materials, shippings,
tory, and a flexible
schedule is required. assisting management
Name
Top benefits, lots of OT. and customers followup Must have positive
and much more. Apply
I St. Address
attitude, willingness to
In person at any loca1
City
ability to commulearn,
tion
-1
and able to
Zip
nicate
CALLS.
NO
PHONE
1 State _
research via Internet.
Positions are available
I Daytime Ph.
in: Paducah, Calvert. work excel and word
1
Email
payment to
with
documents.
coupon
Murray. Cadiz,
this
Mail
•
1
compen
with
resume
yfield
ton,Ma
Prince
Murray Ledger & Times
more
at sation requirements to
Learn
1040
P.O. Box
wanted25730gmail co
wnvw.frnc 1 .com.
Murray, KY 42071
m •
Or call (270) 753-1918'

N
Rest of KY/T
Buthatun

Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboardingdyahoo.com

Dr. Kevin Adams
'Eyeglasses
'Contacts
"Eye Disease

Thank you for your bustriess!

308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
160
Home Furnishings

Commerical Prop. For Rent

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)2934121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

180
Lawn & Carden
Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable Free Estimate
10% Senior Citizen
Discount
Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or Ii's tree

2 bedroom 2 bath
Lake Front Property
Private Dock
$900 mth 1 year lease
270-252-4035

(270)293-7220
200
Sports Equipment

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties

Motorcycle helmets
ackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield.KY
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Hazel 3br 2ba 270
492-8526

Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry 7533633
CASH ' FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS. AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC_ 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
PAYING $20 and up
for old sliver dollars
270-293-6999
150
Articles
For Sale
Vacuum cleaners. bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

"C3885113PREITTCOFE"
Sells at Hazel
Antique Mall and
Trends-n-Treasures
We want to buy your
coins' Appraise coins
and answer questions
Dr. Fuhrmann
270-753-4161

Good washerwasher & dryer
$225 270-753-4109
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required
4109
1BR apt

in various

locations.

Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished.
water
$650/month, no pets.
104 Park St.753-2225.
2BR, 2BA duplex,
$550/mo. + deposit, no
pets please Available
7-1 Call 492-8566
after-6pm or 293-8566
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs,
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TOO 400-545-1513 ext 283
IftV11,10111111
11001/1
,
t:t , rp.r

New 2-4
2,300S0FT
Bedroom homes in
Office/Retall/
Riverfield Estates
Warehouse Space SBG Real Property
Professionals
802 Maple Street
293-7872
53-8964

270-7
Auto Shop

340
Mouses For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

ti05 E South 12th SI
(270) 753-1713

Eyecare Specialties

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

140

WARD ELKINS

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts14 murray-ky.net

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

PEPPERS Automotive
Group
Opep for an automotive salesperson Apply
in person at 2420 East
Wood Street Pans, TN
See Chuck 731-6423900

Medical Director/Physician - Kentucky State
Penitentiary located in Eddyville, KYFull Time (40hrs/wk)

I

Our home or yours
•rieliable
•References Available
-Affordable
alt,
•Safe & Loving Environment

Visit us: LCCA.corn
EOEJM/FN/D-49588

Correct Care Solutions is currently seeking topnotch healthcare professionals to join our team.

Embroidery 8
Screen Printing

Kritter Kare
Anima/ Boarding and House Ca//s

Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 fax
544 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003
Cyhthia Ivy@LCCA.co

SOLUTI
Become a Part of the Solution!

We offer generous compensation and a benefits
package which includes medical, dental, vision,
40IK. FSA, tuition reimbursement and more.
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at wwwcorrectcaresolutions corn/careers

Local Mall

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnerwork.corn
are placed thmugh
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Munty area
job listings. Thank you

CCS
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Smart Siw

error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
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bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances ,NO pets.
1yr lease 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3berfroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Aptc
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

clean up/ body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(2701485-6122
Pets & Supplies
Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

2BR. 1BA
$525 Mth
270-978-1400
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
All Appliances, Deck,
Storage
Carport,
Building. Available July
23rd
$885_00 month, 1501
Story Ave. 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
3BR, 1 5BA, immaculate home on 1 acre of
park like setting Lease
buy.
with option to
$950/month 361-8153308
VERY Nice 3bd/1ba
house, next to MSU,
Pet welcome, C/H/A,
appliances,
Own
$700.00/deposit
1606 Main St.
270-227-3250.
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate

676 Walston Road
4BR. 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances. 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings. Must see!
270-753-5344
Bnck, 4 BR, 2BA,
Carport
2587sqft
backyard.
Fenced
1619 Loch Lomond.
$169,900.
(636) 751-3411
twaiiinelmurraysiate edu
CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
/lousing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
/lousing Act, which makes it
illegal to adverti9e any prefer480
ence. limitation or distnminanon based on race. color reliAuto Parts
gion, sex. handicap, tamihal status iir national origin, or intention to make any ,uch preferenctw, limitations.or discrimination.
14. 15, 16 inch
State laws lortud discrimination
in the sale. rental or ad% erbsing
Starting at S20
of reale...tate leased on takiors in
addition to those protected
mounted
under federal law.
am
.
We w ill knowingle. accept
adwrtising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings adverte.ed are
available on an equal or:Tortenth- toms.
4Dr, 99 Malibu runs
For further assistance with Fair
liotoang Advertising reguin- great, engine good
ments. contact NAA Counsel shape, intenor needs
I. Milam, 1703)648-11100
Rene'
minor fixing, As Is
&1,600.00 Call
270-761-6419

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

•••••4 MOM.

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent corn/properties or call 270-7534109

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
never i4 121 S. & Gleadlak.
10X10% & 10x15's
12701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Securrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

52 acres of Prime
Hunting land. Road
frontage on Faxon, Iris,
& Center Ridge Rd.
$115,000.
Asking
(270)767-4228, ask for
Tony.
460
Homes For Sale

1997 Lincoln Mark VIII
Luxury sport coupe.
V8, heated seats, 6CD
changer, sunroof, 83k
miles, new tires, battery. $1800. 753-9038
530
Services Offered
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562, 2270267
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

Come Home..

quality-built house on a
quiet cul-de-sac in Gatesboro.
To a

3,000 sqft on 3/4 treed acre lot.
Four large bedrooms, 3 full baths,
screened-in back porch. Hardwood,
carpet, perrnastone St tile throughout.
1100 Berkshire Court
Drive by and give us a call:
270.753.5615 or 270.293.2963
By approlansettt only

Murray Ledger & Times
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rovr each oalumn ano each
each
trial
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any
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the same number only once The deticutry level
3x3 box contains
SuOoku increases from Monday to Sunday
at tie Concepts

SUDOKU
Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
'

$.1 N.

hilleick:trir: corn

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All our Septic !Seed
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700 David 270-227-1106
Na
Al Shsrufes

KEBTAJYLAKE
REMODEuNG.00M
•Nome impmvemeots
lfitath 8Kitchen

Well Dril/Mg
We// Pump Service
Residential &
Agriculture/

Drywall Painting
Plumbing Flooring Decks
rqnsurec/ .1,Sr (*scoop!

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

270-436-5959

Hill Appliance
Repair
Sening
%%est Kentucky
Jason Hill
(2701226-0194
Serb ice on all
major brands
lavabo:I &!mend

'free Eshmates
*Member 01Angies List

Greg Mansfield
e
40fliekt
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

TNT Surface
Cleaning
•Hesidental 8. Commercial
'Houses fences
concrete etc
ree Estimates
•E xperience & Licensed
Murray, KY
270-350-8368
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Eri.rqi?ncy Service
•f. ally owned
•I -nsect & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

270i 293-8480
Brandon's
Outdoor Service
•Bushogging
*Tilling
•Bladevrork
'Mowing

-If you've got it we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electncity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

C-(270)972-0543
Daytime
H-(270)436-5277
After 6

Drse Green

Conceptis SudoKu

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC .
Industrial/Commertial/Ilesidential
James C. Gallimore
WWW GECIAC NkI

(270) 759-0890

ON BEAD
MINI

E
STORAG
momil
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whltnell Ave.

753-3853
MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Aspnail tnstKa
•Seal coating & sirs:urn
•Licensed-Insured
40 yis experience
(270)759-0501

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving-Sealcoating
Striping
Gras d - Dirt-Sand
ION rit %%is

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
'Stump Gnnchng
•Firewood
'Insured
(270) 489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
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Horoscope
ALL
flooring•decks•windows•roofinvgarage
doors•and so much
morel Call today for a
free quote Nadeau
Construction "Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction" 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
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Tea years ago
The Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has a expansion project
that could total as much as $47 million planned on paper The hospital's 170,000 square foot expansion
project has been on the drawing
board for two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Whitaker of
Murray are the parents of a son,
Grant William Whitaker, born
Thursday. June 10,2064 at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The mother is the former Denise
Brockman and a sister is Claire
Marie.
Pictured is Merryman Kemp of
Paducah, governor of First District
of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs who spoke at a
recent general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club. Also pictured are Barbara Brandon, former
district governor; Martha Crafton,
retiring president of Murray
Woman's Club and Pat Harrington,
president of Murray Woman's Club.
Woodmen of the World Lodge
728 is presenting an American Flag
to Eric Kelleher, director of
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens. Pictured with Kelleher are
Mildred Horn, Jeanie Key and luna
Hutson.
Twenty years ago
Pictured arc Murray Middle
School students as they practice for
a theatrical tribute featuring ten of
Norman Rockwell's most memorable paintings. "An Evening with
Norman Rockwell." will be performed at the Playhouse in the Park.
Melody Parker is shown accepting her trophy as winner of the
piano division at the State Fair
Preliminary Classic. Also pictured
is Laurie Jo Parker who won first
place in the classic tap dance category..
Pictured are Calloway County
School's Food Service employees
who are attending the State Food
Conference. They are Candice
Jenkins. Ernestine Hargis. Carlene
Torsak, Barbara Lovins, Janice
McCuiston,
Joanna
Adams,
Margery
Woodall,
Melissa
Rowland. Mildred Adams, Jennie

DEAR ABBY: My girlfriends dren's high school education above
are always trying to get me drunk
everything else. She's a classic
I don't need alcohol to have a 'helicopter mom" who says that
good time, and in fact. I rarely
once the kids leave for college.
drink. They say. I'm "no fun," our relationship will become great
which is probably true. But that's again.
Just who I am
As the nionths go by. I find
Although they never drink and
myself being more of a father
drive, they and a tutor than a husband and
drink a lot "intimate friend to my wife. We
and
are have little in common with each
embarrassing other, little intimacy, and everywhen
they thing revolves around our chilsift
loud. dren -- not us.
stumble on
I have talked to her about this,
the
dance and we have seen a counselor
floor and slur and a priest who told my wife
their words. that what she's doing is wrong
I'm afraid if But things are getting worse, not
I get drunk
better.
may
say
Any suggestions on how to
something get the message across before we
By Abigail
hurtful
to get totally separated or even
Van Buren
them,
and divorced'? Or am 1 the one who
they will no longer be my friends. needs to see things differently'? My boyfriend says they're not - NO HELICOPTER DAD
true friends if they want me to
DEAR DAD: Your letter touchdrink to excess. My college days es upon a conversation I have
are behind me. I am mature enough had several times over the last
not to succumb to this peer pres- few years, and it involves whether
sure. Is my boyfriend right? Do helicopter parents are giving their
I need new friends'? -- TEETO- children an advantage, or preventTALER IN PENNSYLVANIA
ing them from developing social
DEAR TEETOTALER: There skills and independence. If your
are few things more unattractive kids are having problems in school
than a person who is drunk. Your and need extra parental guidance.
boyfriend may be right that you then I'm all for it. But if they
need some new friends, if yours aren't -- and their teachers should
can have a good time only if be able to tell you that -- then
they use alcohol.
your wife isn't doing this because
If frn reading your letter cor- of their need but her own.
rectly, it appears you may be their
Because you say you're not
designated driver. My advice is .sure your marriage will be intact
to take yourself out of that equa- by the time they graduate, I'm
tion, and if possible. socialize urging that you both have more
with them in situations that do marriage co-tinseling NOW. I hate
not involve drinking. If that's not to see a 20-year marriage go down
possible, then for your own sake, the drain, because that's where
start cultivating friends with wider it's headed.
interests.
06060
Dear Abby is written by AbiDEAR ABBY: My wife and gail Van Buren, also known as
I have been married for 20 years. Jeanne Phillips, and was foundBefore our two children started ed by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
high school two years ago, we Contact Dear Abby at www.Dearhad a great marriage. Unfortu- Abby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
nately, my wife has put our chil- Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Dear Abby

Today In History
By the As. iated Press
Today' is Tuesday, July I. the
182nd day of 2014. There are
183 days left in the year. This is
Canada Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July I. 1944. delegates
from 44 countries began meeting
at Bretton Woods,.New Hampshire, where they agreed to iStabfish the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank.
On this date:
In 1535, Sir Thomas More
went on trial in England, charged
with high treason for rejecting the

Oath of Supremacy. (More was
convicted, and executed.)
In 1863. the pivotal, three-day
Civil War Battle of Gettysburg.
resulting in a Union victory, began
in Pennsylvania.
In 1867, Canada became a selfgoverning dominion of Great
Britain as the British North America Act took effect.
In 1912, aviator Harriet Quimby, 37. was killed along with her
passenger, William Willard. when
they were thrown out of Quimby's monoplane at the Third Annual Boston Aviation Meet.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My doctor has diagnosed me with chronic pantreatius '('ould this be related to my drinking? Can this condition be reversed?
DEAR READER: Pancreatitis is inflammation of the pancreas,
the
large gland
that
lies
behind
the
stomach.(I've
put an illustration of the
pancreas on
my website,
AskDoctorK.com.)
Most
cases
of
By
chronic panDr Anthony
creatitis are
Komaroff
caused
by
long-term
overuse of alcohol. Alcohol can
bring on acute, or sudden, inflammation of the pancreas. If you
keep drinking too much, you often
get repeated attacks of acute pancreatitis. The pancreas heals itself
after each of the first several attacks
and resumes normal function.
However, if you continue to
drink after repeated bouts of acute
pancreatitis. you are more likely
to develop chronic, or lasting.
pancreatitis. The pancreas is permanently damaged.
The pancreas has two general
roles. First, it produces digestive
enzymes that are released into
your intestine. The enzymes break
apart the food you've eaten into
tiny, digestible packages. Without
this, the energy and nutrients in
your food won't get digested; they
won't get into the blood and be
carried throughout the body to all
of the cells that need them. As
a result, people with chronic pancreatitis can lose weight and
become malnourished with vitamin deficiencies.
The pancreas also produces
hormones that control the level
of sugar in your blood. The bestknown hormone is insulin. Over
time, a damaged pancreas can fail

Dr. Komaroff

BANK ON THESE CHECKS
Dear Heloise: I realize that
more and more people pay bills
online, but I still like writing
checks for most things. Can I
ORDER 'CHECKS from places
other than my bank and be certain that my information is safe?
-This seems like a popular thing
to do, but I am hesitant. —
Mary' W. in Pennsylvania
Yes, it's safe to buy checks
from companies other than the one your bank uses.
and an added plus is that it can save you money.
If you are concerned, research a company's ratings
with the Better Business Bureau, or order checks
at big. bulk warehouse stores, which have many
members using the service.
Your bank already has all of your personal information for ordering your checks. When you go anywhere else, be prepared to provide all of your information, along with your bank's information. If there
is a mistake in that information after the checks
are printed, you will still owe for them, so pay
close attention to all the information and spellings
vou provide. — Heloise
STORING PAINT
Dear Heloise: When I finish painting a room,
I always have some paint left in the can. I make
a a habit to put the paint can in storage, in case
I need to make touch-up repairs. Through the years.
I've learned that the extra space in the sealed paint
can contains moisture, and this moisture causes rust,
which will get into the paint and make removing
the lid difficult.
I now save a small amount of paint in a largemouth quart jar. This makes it easy to find the
color I need. It takes up less space and does not
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cause rust to get int.) the paint. — Darrell B. in
Nebraska
TANGLED JEWELRY
Dear Heloise: I am responding with a suggestion to the lady who had her chain necklaces tangle when she packed them to travel. I place each
of my chains and each of my bead necklaces carefully in a snack-size. reclosable bag before 1 pack
them in the pouch that 1 place in my suitcase. This
seems to have solved the problem for me. It also
cushions them: so they aren't scratched as they rub
against each other. — Gala M. in Missouri
IDENTIFYING KEYS
Dear Heloise: Living near my mother, there are
many times when I have to drop something off at
her house or pick something up when she is not
there. In order to identify which house key is hers
on my key ring. I took a bright nail polish and
painted the top of her house key'. Now. I can quickly separate her key out from all of mine. — Abigail W. in New York
BUTTON HELPER
Dear Heloise: For folks who have difficulty
with buttons, unfold a paper clip (Heloise here
until it looks like an "S" sideways). Slip one end
through the buttonhole, hook it around the button,
and pull back through the buttonhole. I love this
hint for the buttons at the neck of my husband's
dress shirts. — Millie F. in Ohio

by
Heloise
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Nick and Nora's dog
Swiss watch parts
Replay feature
Concur
Black-headed bird
Boxing great
Greek vowel
Fellows
Fertilizer ingredient
Gasp for air
Brainy group
Regarding
Sponge gently
Stir up
Church sight
A long time
Pizzeria units
Day light
Motel freebie
Much of N Amer
Biennial sporting event
Battery end
Makes smooth
Touches down
Tennis star Roddick

Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I-2I0-HELOISk or
email it to HeloisetatiHeloisecom. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(02014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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to produce enough insulin, resulting in diabetes.
Chronic pancreatitis cannot be
cured, but you can present tur
ther damage to your pancreas by
eliminating alcohol use
The most common symptom
of pancreautis is upper aladorninal pain. The pain can occur daily
or off and on. and it can be mild
or intense. Once chronic pain
develops, it tends to be long-lasting.
Don't misunderstand: Pancreantis is more than just a bad
bellyache. An attack of pancreatitis can be very. serious, leading to shock and even to death.
For milder types of pain, acetaminophen (Tylenol) or ibuprofen
(Advil, Motrin. others) may help.
Narcotic medications help control
more severe pain Many patients
require long-term pain medications.
If your pain isn't well-managed,
consult a pain specialist.
People who quit drinking are
more likely to have only mild of
occasional pain. If you continue
to drink alcohol, you're more likely. to have disabling, daily pain
that may require hospitalization
While repeated bouts of pancreatitis from drinking don't appear
to increase the risk of pancreatic cancer, there is a rare inherited form of recurrent pancreatitis
that does increase the risk of cancer.
Your doctor will likely prescribe
supplemental digestive enzymes.
These will help with problems
absorbing food, and with resulting vitamin deficiencies. Your doctor also may recommend that you
follow a low-Carbohydrate, highprotein diet that restricts some
types of fats. Once your digestive problems are treated, you
should gain back weight you've
lost. Symptoms such as diarrhea
should improve.
If you have diabetes caused
by chronic pancreatitis, you will
require treatment with insulin.
Pancreatitis can also develop
from conditions other than drinking too much alcohol.
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Stop drinking to prevent
recurrence of pancreatitis

Hints From Weise
In 1934. Hollywood began
enforcing its Production Code subjecting motion pictures to censorship review.
In 1946. the United States
exploded a 20-kiloton atomic bomb
near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1963, the U.S. Post Office
inaugurated its five-digit ZIP codes.
In 1973. the Drug Enforcement Administration was established.
In 1974. the president of
Argentina.Juan Peron,died; he was
succeeded by his wife. Isabel Martinez de Peron.
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Carroll, Cindy Chapman and
Delonse Boggess
Thirty years ago
Shown are Greg Moffitt, Hope
Hargrove and Jay Poston, students
from Murray, attending a summer
computer class at Murray State
University.
Murray High School Principal
Bill Wells is shown receiving a
plaque from
Murray
State
_University President Kala Stroup.
signifying Murray State's recognition of the school's recent designation by the U.S Department of
Education as one of the top high
schools in the nation.
Newly elected officers of the
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church were installed at a
recent luncheon. They are Joyce
Tidwell, Marge Garland, June
Yurcus and Marcia Westphal.
Forty years ago
Mike Conner, Carla Wilkerson,
Ginger
Gilliam,
Debbie
Cunningham, Martha McKinney.
Michelle Richardson and Mike
Alexander, Murray High School
French students, are now making a
tour of France, England and Italy.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Howard and Mrs.
Willie Gilliam.
Fifty years ago
Kirksey Baptist Church will dedicate its new sanctuary on July 5
with Rev. Terry Sills as the speaker.
Members of the building committee
include R.W. Blakely, Urban
Belcher and Carlin Riley.
William H. Bradshaw. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willis K. Bradshaw of
New Concord, is undergoing recruit
training at Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes. Illinois.
Sixty years ago
Mrs. Kirk Pool is attending the
35th anniversary celebration of
National Federation of Business
and Professional Woman's Clubs in
St. Louis, Missouri. She was
accompanied by Kathryn Peden of
Hopkinsville, first vice president of
,
Kentucky BPW Clubs.
Airman First Class Darwin B.
Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lee. is enroute home from Japan.

Woman who doesn't drink
is weary of friends who do
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WORLD CUP

WORLD CUP: GERMANY 2, ALGERIA 1

Germans edge Algerians
ADVANCES TO 16TH
CONSECUTIVE
QUARTERFINAL IN
WORLD CUP HISTORY
By ANDREW DAMPF
AP Sports Writer

KIRSTY WIGGLES WORTH / AP Photo

Algeria's Mehdl Mostefa, left, pushes off Germany's Mesut Ozil to
stop his attack during the World Cup round of 16 soccer match
between Germany and Algeria at the Estadio Beira-Rio in Porto
Alegre, Brazil, Monday, June 30, 2014.

PORTO ALEGRE, Brazil (AP) —
Substitute Andre Schuerrle and Mesut
Ozil scored in extra time Monday to
lead Germany over an aggressive
Algeria 2-1 and into the World Cup
quarterfinals.
Thomas Mueller provided a cross
from the left flank that was slightly
behind Schuerrle. The Germany forward dragged his left leg and backheeled the ball into the far corner in the
92nd minute, leaving goalkeeper Rais
Mbolhi with no chance.
Ozil added the second in the 120th.
and substitute Abdelmoumene Djabou
pulled one back in injury time for

Milwaukee iEst
(Hutchison 5-6)
Arizona (Miley
1-1), 705 p m
Colorado (Fri
(Strasburg 6-6
Chicago Cubs
Boston (Bucht)
N.Y Mets (Mat
(Minor 2-5), 7
Philadelphia (
(H.Alvarez 5-3
Cincinnati (Le
(Kennedy 5-9)
Cleveland (
Dodgers(
St Louis (G
Francisco (Li
Wed
Milwaukee at
Cleveland at
Cincinnati at
Colorado at
Arizona at P
Chicago Cub
N Y Mets at
Philadelphia
St Louis at S

Algeria.
Three-time champion Germany,
which has now advanced past the second round at nine consecutive World
Cups, will next face 1998 winner
France on Friday at the Maracana
Stadium in Rio de Janeiro.
With the temperature a chilly 14
degrees Celsius(57 degrees Fahrenheit)
and a light rain falling at times,the pace
was high at the Estadio Beira-Rio but
the goals didn't come until the end.
Ozil thought he had put the result out
of reach when he pounded in a rebound
after a shot from Schuerrle was cleared
off the line by defender Esseid
Belkalem, but Djabou volleyed in a
minute later to make the last seconds
count.
Perhaps inspired by the "Disgrace of
Gijon" at the 1982 World Cup, when
Germany and Austria supposedly conspired to oust Algeria in the group
stage, the northern African nation outmatched Germany's intensity for long

•Ge

to See GERMANY, 11
JULIO CORTEZ / AP Photo

United States' Jozy Altidore
works out during a training session in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
Saturday, June 28, 2014.

Klinsmann
confirms:
Altidore a
go versus
Belgium
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports WOW,.

Photos provided

(left) From left, Vernon Anderson
and Mitch Nesbit, head coach of the
4H shotgun shooting team in
Calloway County, hand a plaque to
5th District state Rep. Kenny Imes
in honor of his efforts pushing
through HCR 11 — which moved
trapshooting to become a sport
underneath KHSAA. (above) 4H
shooters from
McCracken,
Hickman, Marshall and Calloway
gather at the Jackson Purchase
Gun Club near Murray to celebrate
in a group photo with Nesbit,
Anderson and Imes.

It's official; trapshooting has been
ratified by the government of Kentucky
to become the next official high school
sport under the umbrella of the
Kentucky High School Athletics
Association.
Though the bill immediately affects
all schools in Kentucky's 120 counties,
the movement to get the sport recognized is deeply rooted here in Calloway
County.
On Jan. 7, 5th District state Rep.
Kenny Imes — along with several other
sponsors
—
introduced
House
Concurrent Resolution 11 to the floor,
under the official summary to "encourage the KHSAA,local school districts,
and schools to voluntarily promote
trapshooting as a high school sport."
By late March, the bill had moved
through the house unopposed 97-0, and
by April 14 — following its third reading
to the Kentucky Senate — it was unanimously adopted 38-0 and moved to the
desk of Gov. Steve Beshear, who
signed the bill into law on April 25.
While Imes served as an integral part
of turning the popular hobby and past
time into a recognized high school
sport, the hometown legislator would
not take all the credit for the initiative.
"Vernon Anderson and others were
looking at it." Imes said by phone last
NI See TRAPSHOOTING, 11

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports WrIer
SALVADOR, Brazil (AP) — Jozy
Altidore is available to play for the
United States in Tuesday's World Cup
second-round game against Belgium,
but it does not appear the forward is
ready to return to the starting lineup.
Altidore strained his left hamstring in
the Americans' opener against Ghana on
June 16 and didn't play in their next two
games.
"We don't know how much because
we need to see how he's going, but he's
available,"
U.S. coach
Jurgen
Klinsmann said Monday. "How many
minutes? We will see that during the
game."
Altidore had been working out on his
own, jogging around the field at the
Americans' training camp at Sao Paulo
Futebol Clube. Klinsmann said he has
to determine "how much work is in his
legs."
Aron Johannsson replaced Altidore at
forward for the remainder of the game
against Ghana. But Klinsmann
switched from a 4-4-2 formation to a 45-1 against Portugal and Germany with
a fifth midfielder instead of a second
forward.
Altidore has 23 goals in 71 international appearances and is the top forward on the American roster.
"Just having him with us tomorrow is
huge," Klinsmann said.

Kidd to Bucks after Nets agree to deal
to the franchise he twice led to the NBA Lawrence Frank from the bench after
Finals as a player. The Nets hired him lobbying for the Nets to hire his former
last June as coach just weeks after he coach as his lead assistant, then was
NEW YORK (AP) — The Bucks and retired as a player and retired his No. 5 fined $50,000 by the NBA after intenBrooklyn Nets have agreed to a deal before a preseason game in October. tionally spilling a drink on the court to
allowing Jason Kidd to become Also, he bought a small portion of the delay a game.
Milwaukee's coach,. a person with team.
The Nets started 10-21 with a highThere was no indication Thursday he priced, high-expectations team, though
knowledge of the details said Monday.
The Nets will receive a second-round wouldn't be back when he appeared at a regrouped to reach the second round of
draft pick in 2015 that was formerly press conference where the Nets the playoffs. Kidd won two Eastern
their own, and another in 2019 belong- announced plans for their new practice Conference coach of the month honors
ing to either Milwaukee or Sacramento. facility.
for engineering a turnaround with a
Milwaukee had the NBA's worst small-ball lineup after center Brook
The person spoke to The Associated
Press on condition of anonymity record last season at 15-67. but there Lopez was lost to a broken foot.
because the deal has not been had been nothing to believe Drew
He departs Brooklyn now with free
wouldn't return. However. the Bucks agency opening Tuesday and key Nets
announced.
Kidd went 44-38 in his only season as have new co-owners in Marc Lasry and Paul Pierce and Shaun Livingston set to
Nets coach, but then sought control of Wes Edens, and Lasry and Kidd are hit the market.
the basketball operations department friends.
Kidd led the Nets to the 2002 and '03
The Nets could choose from a number NBA Finals and remained a fan favorite
and was denied. The Nets gave him permission to talk to other teams about a of quality coaches who are available. even after he became unhappy with the
including Lionel Hollins, George Karl team and was traded to Dallas in 2008.
lobMilwaukee still has coach Larry and Mark Jackson.
But as much as ownership may have
They bypassed experience when they
Drew under contract
liked him, it wasn't interested in posiIt was a stunningly quick ending to , chose Kidd last summer,and the results
•See KIDD, 11
what had been Kidd's celebrated return were ugly early. Kidd removed
By BRUIN INAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer

MICHAEL PEREZ /AP Photo

In thls April 5 photo, Brooklyn Nets head coach Jason Kidd Is seen
during a game against the Philadelphia 76ers. Brooklyn and
Milwaukee have worked out a deal for Kidd to become the next head
coach of the Bucks.
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IAA Glance
National League
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee (Estrada 7-4) at Toronto
(Hutdrwro(l 5-6). 1 07 p m
Arizona (Marry 3-6) at Pittsburgh (Locke
1-11, 7.05pm
Colorado (Friednch 0-2) at Washington
(Strasbu(g 6-6). 705 p in
Chicago Cubs(E Jackson 5-8) at
Boston (Buchholz 3-4) 7 10 pm
N.Y Meta (Matsuzaka 3-2) at Atlanta
(Minor 2-5), 7 lop in
Philadelphia (A Burnett 5-7) at Miami
(H.Ahrarez 5-3), 7'10 p.m
Cincinnati (Leake 6-8) at San Diego
(Kennedy 5-9). 10.10 p.m
Cleveland (Masterson 4-5) at L A
Dodgers (Beckett 5-4), 10 10 p in
St Louis (Gonzales 0-0) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 6-5). 10 15 pm.
Wednesday'. Games
Milwaukee at Toronto, 12 37p m
Cleveland at LA. Dodgers, 3 10 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Diego. 340 p.m.
Colorado M Washington,605 p.m.
Anzona at Pittsburgh. 705 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Boston, 7:10 p.m.
N Y Mets at Atlanta. 7 10 p.m.
Philadelphia at Miami. 7.10 p m.
St Louis at San Francisco, 101S pm.

MLB Glance
American Loewe
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee (Estrada 7-4) at Toronto
Hutchison 5-6) 1 07 pm
L A Angels (Richards 6-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Noes+ 2-5) 5.10 p.m., 151
game
Tampa Bay (Pnce 6-7) at N V Yankees
(Kuroda 5-5). 7 05 P m
Texas (N.Martinez 1-5) at Baltimore
(14cFariand 0-1), 7-05 p m
Oakland (Mills 1-0) at Detrort (Poroello
10-4), 7 08 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(E Jackson 5-8) at
Boston (Buchholz 3-4), 7 10 p m
Kansas City (Shields 8-3) at Minnesota
(Nolasco 4-8), 8:10 p m
Seattle (lwakuma 5-4) at Houston
(Cosart 8-5). 8 10 p.m
L.A. Angels (Weaver 8-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Carroll 2-4), 8 40 p m., 2nd
game
Cleveland (Masterson 4-5) at L.A
Dodgers (Beckett 5-4), 10 10 pm
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee at Toronto. 12 37 p.m.
Tampa Bay at N Y Yankees. 1 05 pm
Oakland at Detroit, 1 08 p in
Kansas City at Minnesota, 1 .lOp m
Seattle at Houston, 2 10 p m.
Cleveland at LA Dodgers, 310 p.m.
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From Page 10
stretches in an entertaining
match.
Algeria was playing in the second round of the World Cup for
the first time and dominated
early on. A goal from Islam
Slimani. was waved off for offside in the 17th, one of many
opportunities for the Algeria
striker.
At the start of the second half.
Germany put Schuerrle on for
Mario Goetze in an attacking
midfield and came out better

organized.
In the 55th, Germany captain
Philipp Lahm unleashed a hard
shot that an outstretched Rais
did well to push wide with his
fingertips.
Still„Algeria continued to produce dangerous counterattacks.
In the 72nd. Neuer had to come
out of his area to head away the
danger with Slimani chasing.
In the 88th. Germany's inability to find the target turned theatrical for a moment when
Mueller appeared to fall during a
free kick.

•Kidd...
process.
From Page 10
But the new ownership group
tioning Kidd above general
manager Billy King and giving had given no indication that
Drew or general manager John
him the power he sought.
Lasry and Edens had said in Hammond might be in trouble
announcing the purchase of the after the franchise's worst seateam in April that they would son in former U.S. Sen. Herb
evaluate the organization. Lasry Kohl's last year as team owner.
spoke to a meeting of Hammond spearheaded the draft
Milwaukee1m journalists and evaluation process that landed
business lea4ers on June 23, Milwaukee a potential 'superstar
before the draft, and afterward in Duke forward Jabari Parker
told The Associated Press that with the second overall pick in
they were still in the evaluation the NBA draft.

*******

Murray,Djokovic near rematch
By HOWARD FENDRICH
AP Tennis Writer
LONDON (AP) — As the rain
wreaks havoc on the Wimbledon
schedule and players start to
complain, Andy Murray and
Novak Djokovic have found little
reason to worry about the weather.
It helped that both got to play
Monday on Centre Court, the
only spot at the All England Club
with a retractable roof.
with
And
back-to-back,
straight-set victones, they moved
closer to a semifinal showdown
that would be a rematch of the
final last year, when Murray beat
Djokovic to become the first
British man since 1936 to win
Wimbledon.
,"Sometimes the scheduling
works in your favor. Sometimes
the weather works in your favor,"
Murray said. "You just have to
deal with it."
He reached the quarterfinals for
the seventh consecutive year by
dulling the dangerous serve of
20th-seeded Kevin Anderson and
saving a set point in the tiebreaker of a 6-4,6-3,7-6(6) win. They
played under a drizzle for about
15 minutes before the roof was
closed early in the second set.
It stayed that way for the topseeded Djokovic, and the 2011
champion beat No. 14 JoWilfried Tsonga for the 11th con-

•Trapshooting

Anderson said. "I asked (the
From Page 10
week. "There are training pro- mother)'Where are all of these
grams and gun safety and kids coming from'?"
It was the first year Missouri
firearms programs that come
with this, and they came to me recognized trapshooting as a
state sport, and as such were
with that."
continuing
to train after high
It all started after Anderson
attended 'the Missouri state school state competition.
Aftei, acquiring a copy of the
shoot last year. •
Missouri
trapshooting
A local 4H trapshooting assistant coach and successful trap- tion. Anderson said he went to
shooter in his own right, work — talking to Imes and sharAnderson said he spoke with ing the information he had
Samantha Foppe, All-American received with any and all who
shooter. and her family after would listen.
With the help of Imes and 12
noticing lots of kids at the event.
other bill spoabors. the bill
"I had met(Sam
-passed3vithour a single dissenter and met her beausrthe
with some friends of Mine here ing vote.
b•
Anderson and Imes both
in Kentucky while in Arizona,"
agree — one of the most impor-

tant factors of pushing trapshooting at the high school level
is the ability to stress and instill
gun safety and firearm protocol
in young adults through recreational and competitive experiences.
Already several high schools
in Kentucky have trapshooting
as a ci:tb sport, and Anderson
said it would take a strong
parental interest and the support
of endowments and local sponsors to jumpstart the sport.
"It's an Olympic sport, it's not
gender specific, you can do it
from age 10 to age 90 and you
can do it - with family and
friends," he said. "I know it has
kept me mentally sharper after
taking up practicing up over the

years."
Two weeks ago during a
regional trapshoot at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club, Anderson
and local 4Hers recognized Imes
for his support and sponsorship
of the bill with a plaque and
brief celebration.
It was there,Imes said, he really learned something about the
sport.
"I spent about 30 minutes
watching the youngest kids
shooting," he said. "They were
handling and chambering their
guns, and it was phenomenal.
'This would be getting young
avivrys from electronic,'
ate le
,sport, where they
might not be in any other sport
all through high school."
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Kidd Is seen
'ooklyn and
he next head

schedule and that's it. Even if you
Like Wawrinka, lsner didn't
want to talk to them, they're not take well to having his match
going to change anything. They postponed. He tried protesting, to
don't listen (to) the player. They no avail.
Just do what they think is good
"They had their reasons," lsner
for them."
said.
All England Club spokesman
Maria Sharapova never got a
Johnny Perkins said the process
chance
to play at all Monday,
was explained to Wawrinka's
coach, including that having past because her fourth-rounder
major champions on larger courts against No. 9 Angelique Kerber
is more of a prionty than getting was postponed_ That was
all matches completed on a given rescheduled for Tuesday, and the
winner must play Wednesday
day.
No. 13 Eugenie
The start of Week 2 at against
Wimbledon is called "Manic Bouchard, the first Canadian in
Monday," because it usually has the Wimbledon quarterfinals in
all 16 fourth round matches after the 46-year Open era.
taking Sunday off.
These quarterfinals are set:
"I understand why Wawrinka Murray vs. No. II Grigor
was complaining, because we
Dimitrov, and Djokovic vs. No.
have this tradition here of the 26 Mann Chic in the men's
middle Sunday. ... We have to bracket; 2011 champion Petra
rethink (that)," Djokovic said. Kvitova vs. Barbora Zahlavova
"We all know that tradition is Strycova,
and No. 22 Ekaterina
something that is nurtured here ...
Makarova vs. No. 23 Lucie
and we respect that. But there are
Safarova in the women's.
some rules that I believe should
Bouchard advanced with a 7-6
be updated."
.Wawrinka will be on No. 2 (5),7-5 victory over No. 25 Alize
Court on Tuesday — when, by Comet, the Frenchwoman who
the way, the forecast calls for a beat Serena Williams.
"I believe in myself. Every
slight chance of rain — against
match
I play,I believe I can win,"
No. 19 Feliciano Lopez, who
eliminated the last American sin- said the 20-year-old Bouchard,
gles player, No.9 John lsner,6-7 the only woman who was a 2014
(8), 7-6 (6), 7-6 (3), 7-5. It's the semifinalist at the Australian
first time in 103 years that no Open and French Open. "I've
U.S. men or women reached the proved to myself I can play on
round of 16 at Wimbledon.
the big stage."

••.
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secuti‘e time, 6-3. 6-4, 7-6 (5).
Djokov ic grimaced once in the
final set while clutching the
upper left arm he landed on in his
prior match,but finished strongly
and said afterward he felt fine.
"A lot of matches were canceled, but that's London. that's
Wimbledon, with its very unpredictable weather," Djokovic said.
Murray, who hasn't dropped a
set. said: "They should always try
to play with the roof open,
because it's an outdoor event."
• Easy for him to say.
Australian Open champion
Stan Wawrinka was less than
pleased that his third-round
match was put off from Saturday
to Monday (Wimbledon tries to
avoid playing on its middle
Sunday). He got through it quickly, defeating 45th-ranked Denis
Istomin 6-3.6-3,6-4 in less than
I li2- hours.
Afterward, the fifth-seeded
Wawrinka noted it won't be easy
to win five best-of-five-set
matches in a week if he's going to
claim the title.
"For sure. I was disappointed,"
Wawrinka said about not getting
on court Saturday, when showers
disrupted play for several hours.
"You cannot do anything. You
have to accept (it). They do what
they want, and you just follow."
Asked whether he spoke with
officials. Wawrinka said: "They
just say what's going to be the

Pick up our weekend edition for
Freedom Fest 2014 coverage!
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***OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!***

By

With the $500 Extra Bonus Cash you can get...

Ass,

$11500

APR FINANCING

MONTHS2
ON ANY NEW 2014.5 CAMRY

TOTAL BONUS CASH

3

Includes Camry hybrids Must be used thru Toyota Financial services only. 60 monthly payments of 516.67
per $1000 borrowed

Or get a ToyotaCare 24-Month Lease
With No Cost Maintenance Included
on a New 2014.5 CAMRY SE

5

TOTAL
‘
CASH
BACK
ON ANY NEW 2014.5 CAMRY HYBRID

4

$20

4-door sedan model #2536

$16

PER
MONTH

$16

•Due at signing includes $1500 TFS Lease Subvention Cash plus $500 Extra

6

Or get...

DUE AT
LEASE
SIGNING

TOTAL
CASH
BACK
ON ANY NEW 2014.5 CAMRY GAS

Ors1500

Bops Cash.

-or- ToyotaCare 24-Month Leases
with No Cost Maintenance Include&

0

LIMITED TERM
APR FINANCING

ON 12 TOYOTA MODELS!
With ToyotaCare No Cost Maintenance Included 4

NEW 2014 COROLLA

NEW 2014 RAV4

LE
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CAMRY HYBRID
PER
MONTH

OR ANY NEW 2014

PRIUS LIFTBACK PRIUS c
PRIUS v AVALON
AVALON HYBRID VENZA
RAV4 4RUNNER
SIENNA TUNDRA
PLUS $1500 TOYOTA BONUS CASH
ON ANY NEW '14 SIENNA
-Or-

8

Go
to

NEW 2014 PRIUS

LIFTBACK

-Or-

Av11,,t) Hyt,rid

toniIOd Ihrit Toyota FIrt<iror

:;e1-v•r •

NEW 2014 SIENNA

LE

5-door midsize hybrid sedan model Two 01223

8-passenger minivan model #5338

$2.499 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

$2,999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

PLUS $1000 TOYOTA BONUS CASH
ON ANY NEW '14 PRIUS LIFTBACK
PLUS $500 TOYOTA BONUS CASH
ON ANY NEW '14 AVALON

V.

4-door FWD SUV model #4430

$1,999 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING

GOOD ON ANY NEW 2014.5

CAMRY

S PLUS

4-door sedan model #1864
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ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
*** THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!* **

FOR ALL TOYOTA OFFERS

V
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Tw.
Classi
Comi.
Corn
Foru
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Obltu
Sport

buyatoyota.com

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
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1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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